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BOARDROOM EXPLOSION 
 
The shrapnel just missed my face as 

it filled the air above the boardroom table.  Not the 
shrapnel from a firearm or grenade, but from a much 
more dangerous weapon—the shattered remains of a 
datapad, smashed against the marble tabletop by the ‘old 
man’.  I was one of the lucky ones.  Seated at the opposite 
end of the table, I was spared the full brunt of Dr. 
Fredericks’ fit of rage.  Dr. Struthers, his assistant and 
chief operations officer, was not so lucky; Bob ended up 
receiving a few lacerations to the face and arms by the 
flying shards of plastic and glass.  Nothing that couldn’t 
be repaired easily enough by one of the dozen or so 
technicians in the company’s clinic, but the emotional 
scars would be much more difficult to heal. 

“This is the third contract we’ve lost in the past 
month!” screamed Dr. Fredericks.  “Another 1.5 million 
nuyen lost in revenues!”  The CEO of Paladin Medical 
Technologies glared across the half dozen gathered before 
him, demanding an answer for this latest failure amo ng 
the corporation’s contracts.  “At the rate we’re going, 
we’ll be out of business within a year!  Miss Nagahara, 
could you please explain to me just how we lost the Salish 
border patrol contract??” 

Katey Nagahara was seated to my right, and I could 
almost  feel the anxiety coming out of her pores.  Her 
voice was strong, however, when she responded.  “It 
appears that a new bid was entered shortly after our 
own—the new bidder was able to supply the necessary 
drugs in the desired amounts for almost ten percent less 
than us.  My sources cannot ascertain the winner of the 
contract.” 

“Well, find out!  First Seattle General, and now the 
Border Patrol!!  If it happens again, we’ll have to start 
dropping shifts and laying off personnel—and guess 
where I’m going to start!”  Fredericks had every reason to 
be upset.  Paladin had lost some of their biggest contracts 
lately, all in the pharmaceutical supply division.  Bob 
Struthers valiantly took some of the ‘old man’s’ rage on 
himself.  “Sir, I believe that this is not a failing of the 
Marketing department, but rather the result of a malicious 
attack against our data systems.  It appears that we have 
finally backtracked the logs and discovered an 
unauthorized access of our current JSR database, and was 
able to retrieve our operating figures and charges on 
various customer contracts.  Needless to say, I believe 
that this information was sold to one of our competitors 
and used against us.  We have taken measures to repair 

the security leak in our networks and change our access 
codes.” 

“That’s not enough,” fumed Fredericks, “I want a 
total system rebuilt—get all the system administrators 
together and work through the night if you have to, but I 
want a new network security plan on my desk by 
tomorrow morning.  Nagahara, I don’t care how you find 
out, but you have the same deadline to bring me news of 
who our “competition” is and how they are undercutting 
our prices.  That’s all!  Get back to work!” 

At least none of us ended up on the chopping block 
that day… 

 
The incessant buzzing of the intercom on my desk 

was like a knife through my skull after last night’s lack of 
sleep.  Only days after Katey had discovered that 
DocWagon was the culprit that had caused Paladin’s 
recent decline in market share, her “sources” had also 
discovered the source of their success.  DocWagon has 
recently erected an automated pharmaceutical factory in 
the rolling hills of Snohomish.  They soon discovered 
how quickly they could manufacture their own drugs, 
patches, and other meds, and in quantities greater than 
their own needs.  Thus, the old laws of Supply & 
Demand, along with a timely offer from an enterprising 
decker, allowed DocWagon to hit Paladin and some of the 
other firms in town to sell off their excess pharms and 
undercut the competition. 

The voice on the intercom was, of course, Dr. 
Fredericks.  “Wallace, it seems we have a problem.  I 
know you’ve been in the loop on this DocWagon thing, 
and I cannot express how displeased I am that they have 
such a facility here in the sprawl.  I think it would really 
help out Paladin if that facility were to no longer exist.  If 
only there was a way to make such dreams a reality, eh, 
Wallace?” 

“Of course, sir.  I understand completely.  I hope you 
will be able to sleep well soon…” I replied. 

There was no mistaking his tone of voice.  Fredericks 
wanted the facility neutralized, and my job as Special 
Security Director was to see to it that such plans came to 
fruition—without the direct involvement of Paladin or 
any of her subsidiaries, of course. 

 
It was time to make a call to someone that had a 

proven record of success—a real “saint” of a man.  The 
cultured British voice was always pleasant to listen to 
over the anonymity of the telecom.  “I say, ol’ chap, it has 
been awhile.  I assume you have something bothersome 
that needs a solution?  Right…” 
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INTRODUCTION 
Demolition Run is a Shadowrun Missions campaign 
adventure that serves as an introduction to the campaign 
setting. This is only the adventure portion of Demolition 
Run – the maps, player handouts, sample characters, and 
other playing aids are included in SRM00-01B, 
Demolition Run Playing Aids. 
 

Preparing the Adventures 
Demolition Run is intended for use with Shadowrun, 

Third Edition, and all character and rules information 
refers to the third edition of the Shadowrun rules. The 
Shadowrun Gamemaster Screen is a recommended 
resource, since it contains all of the necessary tables 
organized for easy reference and is accompanied by the 
Critters book, which provides more detailed information 
on the abilities of various paranormal creatures and 
spirits. 

Other books that gamemasters may find useful in 
running the adventure including the following: 

• Magic in the Shadows, which presents advanced 
magic rules for Shadowrun . A number of the encounters 
in this scenario involve powerful magic, so these rules 
may be useful. 

• New Seattle provides an overview of the Seattle 
Metroplex during the 2060s, including the downtown area 
where this scenario takes place. Gamemasters may find 
this a useful reference for background information on this 
area. 

• The Sprawl Survival Guide contains valuable 
background information about daily life in the 2060s, as 
well as information about service drones, of which one is 
featured in this adventure. 

Gamemasters may also want access to the other 
advanced rulebooks of Shadowrun: Man & Machine 
(cyberware, bioware and other implants), Matrix (decking 
and computers), Rigger 3 (vehicles and drones) and 
Cannon Companion  (weapons and gear). These books are 
useful, but not necessary, for running Demolition Run 
once you are familiar with any gear or abilities which are 
used within this adventure. 
 

Adventure Structure 
Demolition Run consists of several scenarios, or 

encounters. Some of these scenarios form the basis of the 

adventure, which should be completed in appro ximately 
two hours. The section Extra Charges contains scenarios 
which are optional for play and should be used for groups 
of players that are more experienced in Shadowrun and/or 
are progressing ahead of schedule and need more content 
to fill the allotted time. Some of these extra scenarios are 
also designed to allow certain archetypes to shine and 
have their moment of glory, so consideration should be 
given to the composition of the team when choosing 
them. 

Each scenario outlines the most likely sequence of 
events, as well as how to handle unexpected twists and 
turns that inevitably crop up. Each one contains the 
following subsections, providing gamemasters with all the 
information necessary to run it. 

What’s Up, Chummer?  provides a quick synopsis of 
the scenario’s action, allowing you to get a feel for the 
encounter at a glance. 

Tell It To Them Straight  is generally written to be 
read out loud to the players, describing what their 
characters experience upon entering the scenario. You 
should feel free to mo dify the narrative as much as 
desired to suit the group and the situation, since the 
characters may arrive at the scenario by different means 
or under different circumstances than the text assumes. 

Hooks describes the mood and helps set the stage for 
the encounter, pointing out different “staging tips” for the 
gamemaster to help make the scene come alive for the 
players. It also points out different plot twists or hidden 
things in the encounter the character might not notice 
right away. 

Behind the Scenes covers the bulk of the scenario, 
describing what’s happening, what the non-player 
characters are doing, how they will react to the player 
characters’ actions and so forth. It also covers s the setting 
of the encounter, going over environmental conditions 
and other properties of the location as well as providing 
any necessary maps, descriptions of important items, and 
so on. 

Pushing the Envelope looks at ways to make the 
encounter more challenging for experienced or powerful 
characters and other ways you can add some “extra spice” 
to the scenario to liven it up, if need be. 

Debugging  offers solutions to potential problems that 
may crop up during the encounter. While it’s impossible 
to foresee everything that a group of player characters 
might do, this section tries to anticipate any major 
problems and offer suggestions for dealing with them. 
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Gamemastering the Adventure 
Gamemastering is more of an art than a science, and 

every gamemaster does things a bit differently. Follow 
your own personal style when it comes to preparing and 
running the adventure and do whatever you feel is best to 
provide the best Shadowrun game you can for your 
players. Most Shadowrun Missions adventures are 
designed to run in a standard four to five hour convention 
time slot. Demolition Run has been written to run in as 
little as two hours if need be, to allow you to spend some 
time explaining the game rules and universe to new 
players. As you will see, optional scenarios have been 
added to allow for longer playing times for those that do 
not need this initial instruction. Please keep this in mind 
when running the adventure. You should leave at least 15-
20 minutes at the end of the time slot to complete any 
necessary paperwork and pass out the players’ 
“Debriefing Logs” (see below). This section offers some 
guidelines you may find useful in preparing to run 
Demolition Run (or any Shadowrun Missions adventure). 
 

Step One: Read The Adventure 
Carefully read the adventure from beginning to end. 

In the case of a multi-part adventure, you may want to 
read all the parts from start to finish before you run the 
first part. This gives you a complete overview of the 
whole series and how events in the early adventures flow 
in to the later ones on up to the finale. Get a feel for the 
overall plot and what happens in each adventure. That 
way, if something different happens, you won’t be caught 
off guard and you can adapt things smoothly. 
 

Step Two: Take Notes 
Take notes for yourself while reading through the 

adventure that you can refer to later on. Possible things to 
note include: major plot points (so you can see them all at 
a glace), the names of various non-player characters, 
possible problems you notice, situations where you think 
a particular character can shine and other things you’ll 
want to keep in mind while running the adventure. 
 

Step Three: Know The Characters 
Prior to the start of the adventure, examine the 

characters’ record sheets and Debriefing Logs for your 
reference and have basic information about their 

important abilities handy so you can refer to it during 
play. Also go over the characters and keep their previous 
events listed on the Debriefing Logs in mind when 
determining non-player character actions in various 
scenarios if such a dynamic has been included. 
 

Step Four: Don’t Panic! 
Gamemastering involves juggling a lot of different 

things. Sometimes you drop the ball and forget something 
or you just make a mistake. It happens, don’t worry about 
it. Nobody is perfect all of the time and everybody makes 
mistakes. Just pick up from there and move on. Your 
players will understand and forget about it once you get 
back into the action. 
 

General Adventure Rules 
Shadowrun Missions adventures use the rules 

presented in Shadowrun, Third Edition (SR3)  and various 
sourcebooks for the game. In addition, there are some 
“house rules” which the campaign uses to govern various 
aspects of the game, accounting for character 
advancement, and metagaming activities. Standard rules 
such as success tests, the Rules of One and Six, 
Perception Tests, Negotiation Tes ts and other common 
mechanics are described in SR3 and are not repeated in 
this adventure. Special rules regarding the Shadowrun 
Missions campaign can be found online and downloaded 
for your convenience. 
 

Non-Player Characters 
Non-player characters (NPCs) are essential to any 

adventure. They are the allies, antagonists and 
background characters in the adventure that interact with 
the player characters. NPCs in this adventure have already 
been created and can be found in the Cast of Shadows 
section. 

The NPCs  in this adventure should generally stand up 
to the average player character, but may need some 
adjustment to suit a particular group of characters, 
especially a more experienced and powerful group. The 
scenarios and NPC descriptions offer tips on adjusting the 
NPCs to suit the abilities of the characters in your group. 
Take the player characters’ abilities into consideration 
when assessing the NPCs in this adventure and modify 
them accordingly. 
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All NPCs are given Karma Pool (p. 246, SR3) and 
Professional Rating (p. 248, SR3) to help level them out 
against player characters. Note that some NPCs may have 
a variable Karma Pool or other attributes or abilities based 
on the composition of the team. 
 

Campaign Background 
Demolition Run  is intended to be the first adventure 

that is played by new players coming into the campaign. 
As such, there is not much of a background to the 
campaign other than what can be derived from the 
introduction story and the individual backgrounds for 
each of the characters detailing how they arrived at this 
point. 
 

Campaign Synopsis 
Shadowrun Missions allows players in remote areas 

as well as those that participate in convention events to be 
part of a world wide Shadowrun campaign setting. Each 
player can use their character in any approved Shadowrun 
Missions adventure and earn karma and nuyen, just as if 
they were participating in a “home game”. The campaign 
runs on a two year story arc, which will also include 
various sub-plots and other story lines on a limited basis. 
While it is not important that a character participate in 
every single adventure, an attempt should be made to play 
them in chronological order. At the conclusion of each 
adventure, the character receives a “Debriefing Log” 
which outlines the actions that were taken by the 
character – some of these actions and their consequences 
are included in future adventures to create a more vibrant 
setting where a character can affect future results. 

Demolition Run  is the second of five adventures 
which will give new characters an introduction to the 
Shadowrun Missions campaign and the Shadowrun 
universe in general. These five scenarios are not included 
in the main timeline of the campaign setting, and 
therefore can be played at any time. At the conclusion of 
Demolition Run, most players should have a general 
understanding of the Shadowrun universe and rules 
system, and their characters should have the basic tools 
and contacts necessary to enter the shadows. 
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DEMOLITION RUN 
 
 

PLOT SYNOPSIS 
Saint James is a relatively new fixer to the Seattle scene; 

before this, he was a shadowrunner and bodyguard to one of 
the most successful fixers around.  When that fixer was 
forcibly retired, he decided to make a go of the business.  
Since then he’s been surprisingly successful; his clipped 
British accent and impeccable manners coupled with his 
charisma and negotiating skills have enabled him to make his 
deals quite profitable – and his shadowrunning abilities and 
contacts have let him make sure the deals are kept. 

Saint James (or just ‘The Saint’) has been contacted by a 
Johnson who needs a run done quickly.  He’s checked it out, 
and it appears legit, so the next step is to contact some 
shadowrunners and set up a meeting.  Enter the player 
characters. 

The Johnson is a man named Smithers; he presents 
hims elf as being from Universal Omnitech, but in reality is 
Brian Wallace, Special Security Director from Paladin 
Medical Technologies.  He needs a certain job done, and hires 
The Saint because he knows the former runner to be 
competent and knowledgeable.  The runners are then pulled 
together and briefed on the mission. 

Simply put, a competitor has established a new 
pharmaceutical production facility in the farmlands of 
Snohomish, and “Smithers” wishes for it to be destroyed.  
Destruction of the facility will greatly impact the availability 
of certain medicines and pharmaceuticals in the sprawl, and 
will slow the growth of the facility’s owner, thus allowing 
Paladin to catch up and challenge them on their own ground. 
 
 

RUNNING THE ADVENTURE 
The adventure is written with the intent of challenging, 

but not overwhelming, new Shadowrun  players. The basic 
main fields of expertise – combat, negotiation, magic, rigging 
and the Matrix – are all covered to some degree. 

Because Shadowrun Missions covers a wide range of 
players, there is a good chance of having teams lacking in 
some of those areas of expertise. You should take this into 
account when running Demolition Run, and avoid situations 
where a group may be lacking. This game is aimed at 

shadowrunners just starting out in their careers and it would be 
overly cruel to destroy them at such an early stage. 

Even with brand new characters, a group of experienced 
players could romp through Demolition Run  with some ease. 
If such appears to be the case, there are further twists and 
challenges provided in the Pushing the Envelope  section of 
each encounter so that you might make things a little more 
interesting. 

It should be noted that the encounters detailed in this 
game are divided into mandatory and optional encounters. Of 
the mandatory encounters, only one has a set time for specific 
events. Otherwise the order of events is very much a matter of 
individual choice. Likewise the team make-up should be 
considered when using any of the optional encounters, which 
are keyed to specific character types or situations. 
 
 

THE CONTACT 
 

Tell It to Them Straight 
Early evening is a time when most street operators are 

gearing up for the night’s activities.  It’s when you’re just 
starting to make plans where to be seen and what to be seen 
doing.  It’s a perfect time to get the call – the call that signifies 
biz, work, the sort of thing where you earn your money.  A 
shadowrun . 

When you pick up, a cultured British male voice greets 
you by name.  “Your name was mentioned to me by certain 
sources,” the speaker says.  “If you don’t have anything else 
planned for this evening, I’d like to meet with you at the 
Sheraton Towers, Sixth and Pike .  Be here promptly at 9 PM.  
Tell the doorman you’re with the Saint James’ party.  They’ll 
show you to the meeting.  Do be on time, I so dislike the 
fashionably late.” With that, the conversation ends. 

You have only a few hours before the meeting; enough 
time to make yourself reasonably presentable and get over 
there. 
 

Hooks 
Well, if they don’t take the job, it’s going to be a pretty 

large waste of time, right?  At this point most Shadowrunners 
should be looking for means to increase their reputations; a 
bigger rep means bigger paychecks.  If they turn down a job 
before even hearing the details, their rep is going to suffer. 
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If necessary, have someone with Etiquette (Street) or a 
skill related to Shadowrunning make a skill roll.  Inform the 
character (regardless of the outcome) that they have heard of a 
“Saint James” in the shadows before—he is known to travel in 
lofty circles and high paying jobs, and is regarded as a 
consummate professional.  There are not many that can be 
trusted in the shadow community, but Saint James is one of 
them. 
 

Debugging 
If the runners decide to go out and do something else, you 

can close up the module, finish your paperwork and go find 
something else to do during the time this module was to have 
run. 
 
 

THE MEET 
 

What’s Up, Chummer? 
The Saint has set the meeting up in a private meeting 

room in a downtown Seattle hotel.  He hopes to impress the 
runners with the setting and the refreshments, to make a better 
impression on them.  He truly does have their best interests in 
mind; he remembers that he’s only recently been of their 
ranks.  He’s also taking a shortcut in security, allowing the 
hotel to screen the runners and saving from having to hire 
additional security of his own. 
 

Tell It to Them Straight 
Arriving at the Sheraton Towers, you are greeted by the 

doormen, who obviously want to throw you back out into the 
street, but mentioning Saint James’ name to them works 
wonders.  They run you through security, looking for any 
weapons or other surprises. 
 
[Pause here and ask if anyone is attempting to smuggle any 
weapons into the hotel.  The doormen have Intelligence 5; 
they run all hotel guests through an architectural weapons 
detection system of rating 6.  See SR3, p. 237.  Roll 6 dice 
against the concealability of any weapons; one success is 
enough to detect the weapon.  Persons caught smuggling 
weapons will be asked to turn them over to building security; 

those refusing to do so will be barred from entering the 
building.] 
 

Once you have cleared security, the guards show you to a 
private elevator which takes you to another floor.  There, more 
guards show you into a meeting room.  You note that the 
guards take special care that you don’t stray from the path, and 
they make sure that hotel guests see as little of you as possible.   

Once inside the meeting room, you are greeted by a tall 
man in a gray business suit.  “Ah, greetings,” he says to you.  
“My name is Saint James.  Please, join me.”  His hand 
indicates several synthleather-upholstered executive chairs 
around a large synthoak meeting table, including a couple 
sized for larger people.  Off to one side, there is a table with 
several pots of what smells like real coffee.  “Partake of the 
refreshments if you’d like,” says Saint James, “and when 
you’re ready, we’ll discuss business.”  As your eyes wander to 
the real coffee, you can’t help but notice the two burly 
bodyguards standing like statues in the corner of the room. 
 
[At this point, everyone should introduce themselves, sharing 
a little information about what they do and what else they 
bring to the team.] 
 

Behind the Scenes 
Once everyone has their coffee and other refreshments, 

Saint James begins the meeting.  Here is the information he 
presents, and the Gamemaster can word it however he likes. 
 
n Mr. Johnson wants a small facility in Snohomish 

destroyed.  Means of destroying the lab will be given to 
the runners. 

n The facility is an automated manufacturing facility for a 
major corporation in Seattle, though not one of the triple-
A megacorporations like Ares or Renraku. 

n There are guards at the facility; the guards will have to be 
neutralized before the facility is destroyed, but do not 
need to be killed. 

n The payment for this run is 2,500 nuyen per runner. 
 
At this point you should inquire whether the player characters 
are still interested.  He’s given them enough information to 
make an informed decision about whether this sort of run is 
something they’d want to be involved in, without giving 
details that might compromise the job if the players decide to 
turn the offer down and then go talking to the wrong people.  
Assuming the player characters answer in the affirmative, 
Saint James will then give them more details. 
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n The facility is a drug manufacturing facility for 
DocWagon.  It is fully automated, with several 
technicians to repair the facility who also double as 
guards in case of a situation like this. 

n The facility needs to be completely destroyed, so much 
that production is impossible without full reconstruction 
of the facility.  Demolition packs will be made available if 
the runners do not have explosives; if no one in the team 
has demolitions experience, Saint James can be brought in 
after the site is cleared to set the charges.  No further 
equipment is available at this time. 

n It’s known that there are from four to six guards at the 
facility.  There may be more.  Magical support is not 
expected.  Their armament is not known.  The guards do 
not have to be killed 

n The location is a rural sector of Snohomish, outside of 
regular Lone Star patrol routes.  Estimated Lone Star 
response time would be ten minutes. 

n The facility has air defense pods on site; coming in by air 
is not recommended.  A land approach, though slower, is 
estimated to have a better chance of success. 

n Estimated reprisal is expected to be low, unless the 
runners decide to be unprofessional.  Saint James hopes 
no one would actually be unprofessional…  

n There is a soft time limit of 24 hours; if the run is 
accomplished in that period, a bonus of 2,000 nuyen per 
player character will be rewarded.  The run must be 
accomplished within 48 hours in any case. 

n Mr. Johnson does not wish his identity known to the PCs, 
if they ask. 

 

Debugging 
If the runners are so foolish as to attack the guards at the 

hotel, the hotel’s security rigger (who has been observing 
them from the moment they came onto hotel property) acts 
mercilessly, using hidden weapon mounts to riddle the 
character’s body full of bullets. 

If they attempt to escape the guards and roam the hotel 
freely, the security rigger will wait until the character is away 
from the guards, then seal the character between two airtight 
doors, and pump that section full of Neurostun-VII gas.  When 
the character falls unconscious, the gas is removed, and the 
guards recover the character and dump him outside.  For him, 
the adventure is over. 

If the runners attack Saint James, remember that Saint 
James was only recently a shadowrunner with years of 
experience; he will take cover and defend himself, and the two 
bodyguards in the room will act to protect their boss.  Once 
the player characters are repelled, Saint James will waste no 

time informing the shadows of their treacherous actions.  They 
find that doors are now closed to them; no one will talk to 
them, and jobs dry up.  In short order they have been 
blackballed from the shadows, their careers are over. 

If the runners ask for information that isn’t listed above, 
Saint James will shrug and admit that the information isn’t 
available.  If they press him on this, he’ll remind them that 
they are shadowrunners; they need to do their own legwork. 

If the runners decide to negotiate with Saint James for a 
bigger payment, good luck; Saint James is a tough negotiator, 
with an Intelligence of 8 (natural Intelligence of 6 plus 
Cerebral Booster 2), and Negotiation of 6.  Each net success in 
the player characters’ favor increases the base payout by 500 
nuyen.  Net successes in The Saint’s favor are ignored; he acts 
amused at the players’ attempts to out-negotiate him, and 
doesn’t hold it against them.  Remember, he was once where 
they were. 
 
 

LEGWORK 
 

What’s Up, Chummer? 
At this point the players have 24 hours (if they want to 

meet the bonus deadline) to do the job; they should now begin 
legwork and investigation of their target to maximize their 
chances of success and to prepare against any surprises they 
might encounter.  Because of the nature of this operation, the 
avenues that the players choose to pursue legwork are left to 
them; some areas (such as using contacts, observation of the 
facility, or a matrix run) are covered, but if the players choose 
a method not covered, the Gamemaster will have to act as best 
he can. 
 

Behind the Scenes 
 
Saint James 
Street Contact Information Table – Etiquette (Street) 4 
 

0– “Saint who?  I’m a New Lifer, chum – not a Catholic.” 
1– “Saint James, I’ve heard of that guy.  New fixer in 

town.  I hear he’s a pretty good guy to work for.” 
2– “Yeah, I’ve heard of him.  He’s only recently been in 

the biz, but what he’s covered so far has been pretty 
good.  Stick with him and your rep will soar, 
chummer.” 
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4– “I hear that The Saint used to be a shadowrunner, but 
got out of the physical side.  Still, he seems to 
remember where he came from; he takes care of the 
people who work for him.” 

6– “He used to work for that one fixer, what was her 
name again…” 

 
Corporate Contact Information Table – Etiquette (Corporate) 4 
 

0– “Sorry, never heard of him.” 
1– “I’ve heard of a fixer with that name.  British 

gentleman, correct?” 
2– “There is a fixer with that name in Seattle, yes.  He’s 

only been in the biz a short time, but seems to have 
the knack of working the shadows.” 

3– “His manners provide a refreshing break from the 
usual type working the shadows.  He seems to know 
his way around the Johnsons quite well.” 

4– “He is an honorable gentleman.  Play straight with him 
and he’ll do the same with you.” 

7– “I understand he’s working with a gentleman named 
Smithers currently.  I believe he’s from Universal 
Omnitech, but I could be mistaken.” 

 
Matrix Contact Information Table – Same as Street 
 
Mr. Johnson 
[Note: The only way the runners could have gotten Mr. 
Johnson’s name is from a lucky roll on the Corporate Etiquette 
table, above.] 
 
Corporate Contact Information Table – Etiquette (Corporate) 4 
 

0– “I’ve never heard of this person.  Now leave before I 
call security.” 

1– “No, sorry, doesn’t ring a bell.” 
2– “I seem to remember a person like that… where was 

it?  At the last biotech convention downtown…” 
4– “I think I’ve seen that person about town.  I think his 

name is Smithers, or something…” 
5– “I think he’s working for Universal Omnitech.” 
8– “Ah, yes, Smithers.  He’s a Johnson for Paladin 

Medical Technologies – his real name is Wallace.” 
 
Universal Omnitech 
If the runners go looking for information on Universal 
Omnitech after receiving this name from checking contacts, 
use the following table: 
 
Corporate Contact Information Table – Etiquette (Corporate) 4 

 
0– “UniOmni?  Of course I’ve heard of it.  Who hasn’t?” 
1– “They’re a b iotech research firm, of course.  They 

specialize in biological products but they branch out 
into all sorts of things having to do with 
biotechnology.” 

2– “They’re sort of owned by Aztechnology; although 
they’re not a subsidiary, the Azzies seem to think 
UniOmni’s their territory, like an exclusive partner.” 

4– “I hear they’re looking into getting into the emergency 
medical services provider business in Seattle.  You 
know, like DocWagon.” 

 
[This last is a red herring meant to fool the players into 
thinking that Smithers really does work for Universal 
Omnitech.] 
 
The Facility 
Should the runners go trying to find out what their contacts 
know about the facility, use the following table: 
 
Street Contact Information Table – Etiquette (Street) 6 
 

0– “Wuzthewhut?  G’wan, chummer, beat it before I beat 
you.” 

1– “Yeah, I know there’s a building out there.  Never 
knew what it was, though.” 

2– “I was out that way once, you don’t need to know why.  
I think I saw a DocWagon truck picking something 
up out there.” 

4– “Friend of a friend of mine says that place has some 
pretty strong defenses.  Like anti-air defenses.  Like 
they’re afraid of an attack, or something.  Of course 
they are pretty isolated…” 

 
Corporate Contact Information Table – Etiquette (Corporate) 5 
 

0– “I’m sorry, do I know you?  Security!” 
1– “It’s not one of our facilities.” 
2– “I think it might be an automated facility.  Small, 

outside the city, sure…” 
3– “I know what you’re talking about.  It’s a DocWagon 

manufacturing facility.  They have a few around 
town.” 

4– “As I understand it, that kind of facility is completely 
automated, though because of the remote location, 
they usually keep a team of guards to prevent 
mishaps from occurring.” 
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THE FACILITY 
 

What’s Up, Chummer? 
Information on the facility is included so that the GM has 

all information available to him in case the players ask 
something that isn’t covered in the Legwork, and for ease of 
use, of course.  There should be plenty of detail here to cover 
just about anything that the players would want to know. 

Gamemasters should become familiar with the 
descriptions of the facility and match the relevant areas to the 
maps and other handouts. 
 

Behind the Scenes 
The following sections detail the various parts of the facility 
so that you can describe what the characters see based on the 
situation. 
 

GROUNDS 
The facility is located in a rural part of Seattle, away from 

prying eyes.  It is surrounded by a four-meter high cyclone 
fence topped with razor wire.  The fence has duraplast slats 
inserted vertically into the chain links to act as both a 
structural booster and as a vision blocker.  The fence is Barrier 
Rating 10.  Climbing over the fence would require an 
Athletics (6) test, and expose the person doing so to 6L 
damage from the razor wire (half impact armor applies).  The 
fence extends a meter below the surface, in case someone has 
the idea to dig under it. 

There is an external building, with a flat roof, which acts 
as an entry post and shipping/receiving.  It has two rooms; a 
small hallway outside of a storage/receiving dock room.  
There is a personnel door and a overhead rolling door on each 
side of the building.  Typically, one guard/technician is 
present in Shipping to double-check inventory records and 
such other duties.  The walls of the building are Barrier Rating 
12; the doors are Barrier Rating 10.  The doors are all secured 
with a Rating 5 Maglock on each door (including the overhead 
roll top doors).  The maglocks are in the doors, not the 
doorframes. 

The inner compound is one large yard of mown grass (the 
grass is cut once a week by an automated drone).  An asphalt 
drive leads from the shipping building to another overhead 
rolling door on the side of the main building.  The windows of 
the main building are painted black, and Barrier Rating 6.  The 

main building itself is constructed of prefabricated duraplast 
housing materials; the walls are Barrier Rating 12 and the 
doors are Barrier Rating 10.  The building has a flat roof.  The 
doors to the outside compound are normally secured by Rating 
4 Maglocks, but it’s common practice to leave the locks open.  
If the guards inside have enough notice, the Maglocks can be 
locked, forcing intruders to spend valuable time opening them. 

The front of the compound has a large ferrocrete platform 
set into the ground on which is a rotating radar dish.  The dish 
scans for approaching aircraft for the anti-air defenses in the 
rear of the building.  It’s not likely that the runners will have 
anything that can damage the radar dish short of the 
explosives, but it can provide cover in a firefight.  There will 
usually be one guard present in the front of the compound, 
walking a patrol every ten minutes. 

The rear of the compound has three ferrocrete platforms 
set into the ground; on each is a missile launcher loaded with 
six anti-air missiles.  The launchers are not easily portable; the 
team would need specialized equipment to remove them or the 
missiles inside from the compound.  The launchers can be 
partially disassembled with a Gunnery B/R (6) Test; doing so 
would allow the launchers to be aimed at the facility.  If 
control of the missiles is then gained (from the control shed), 
the missiles can be fired into the facility – which will destroy 
it utterly.  There will usually be one guard present in the rear 
of the compound, walking a patrol every ten minutes. 

On the side of the main building opposite the rolling door 
are two large storage tanks for raw materials.  These tanks are 
heavily reinforced to withstand the elements; they are Barrier 
Rating 16 if anyone tries to damage one.  Each contains only 
raw materials which are harmless if exposed to. 

There is a small building in the very rear of the compound 
which might be taken as a tool shed.  It is where the security 
operator is stationed, and has no windows, only two doors 
which both open outwards into the compound.  The doors are 
kept secure with Rating 4 Maglocks.  Inside the building are 
the control electronics for the missile launchers, the security 
operator’s duty station, and a control panel he can use to 
monitor the status of the building and the security monitors 
inside.  There is also a roof hatch he can use to get on top of 
the flat roof.  A small recharging station for the lawn care 
drone is also set into one side of the building.  When the 
automated drone is not performing its duties, it can be found 
here. 
 

MAIN BUILDING 
The main building has two levels, the ground floor and 

the basement.  The majority of the main floor is given to the 
automated manufacturing machinery; storage tanks and supply 
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bins holding raw materia ls and parts, conveyors and tubing to 
move the parts around, and auto-factories to assemble it all 
into finished products.  The products are then automatically 
boxed up and moved to shipping, there to be stored until the 
next shipment.  The machinery is quite noisy, giving a +4 to 
all hearing-based Perception Tests. 

The interior of the building is kept well-lit in all areas 
unless otherwise stated.  The lights are on automatic circuits; 
they cannot be cut by the guards or the runners.  The ceilings 
are 3 meters tall, enough to accommodate trolls.  The inner 
walls and doors of the building are Barrier Rating 10.  Interior 
doors have no locking mechanism and require a Simple Action 
to open.  The guards can take advantage of this. 

The automated machinery is solid enough that gunfire 
isn’t likely to damage anything so vital that it cannot be 
repaired; for game purposes, the machinery is treated as 
Barrier Rating 12.  The machinery and storage tanks can 
provide cover in the case of a firefight.  Levels of cover are 
shown on the maps. 

There are three other rooms on the ground level: a break 
room for the guards with an attached toilet, and a storage room 
with a stairway leading to the basement level.  The break room 
is normally where the guards spend about half their shift, with 
the other half checking the machinery and performing light 
repairs, and patrolling.  In the break room, there is a large, 
circular table, six chairs, two vending machines, and a security 
case containing two AK-97 Assault Rifles and ten pre-loaded 
clips of normal ammunition for them.  The Assault Rifles are 
equipped with Gas-Vent III recoil compensation systems, 
shock pads, low-light imaging scopes, and modified with 
internal smartgun systems.  (Note: 3,800¥ value each) It 
requires one Complex Action to unlock the security case, 
which is keyed to the guards’ credsticks. 

Near the break room are recharge units for the two labor 
drones which are part of the facility.  The drones are large 
forklift-like vehicles which are very obvious when they move.  
Even with the noise of the automated facility, they can be 
heard.  The drones are equipped with sensors so they don’t run 
into any objects (like guards) during their operation. 

The bottom level is accessible via two routes: an 
automated elevator platform in front of the overhead rolling 
door, and stairs in the ground floor storage room.  In the 
basement, raw materials are deposited into storage tanks and 
parts hoppers when needed.  Usually the one troll on duty 
works downstairs manhandling delivered materials when the 
tanks and hoppers start running low. 

The room at the bottom of the stairs is an unused storage 
room.  A single door leads into the liquid bulk storage room.  
The middle tank is only waist-high to most humans, providing 
partial cover to people behind it.  Two doors lead from that 

room into bulk parts storage, where the troll works.  A smaller 
room in the corner holds the equipment responsible for 
operation of the facility, including power regulators, air 
conditioning, and the mainframe that operates the facility.  It 
is a crawlspace amongst the heavy machinery in the room. 
 
 

LIGHTING THE FUSE 
 

What’s Up, Chummer? 
When the time finally comes for the runners to execute 

their plans and attempt to penetrate the facility, place their 
payloads, and trigger the explosives, you should turn to this 
scenario to cover the actions of the guards and results of 
various standard tactics that may be attempted by the team. 
 

Behind the Scenes 
Regardless of when the runners decide to hit the facility, 

the same security should be in place regardless.  If the runners 
decide to hit it at night, this may make them easier to be 
spotted – remember, the facility is in a rural part of Seattle, far 
from city lights, and even with moonlight the runners will 
suffer vision penalties.  If the runners are spotted, the guards 
in the main building will wait for the runners to come to them, 
preparing an ambush as well as they can.  They’re not worried 
about damaging the machinery – it can be repaired – and are 
under no orders to capture the runners.  As far as they’re 
concerned, the runners are trespassing; they’re acting in the 
defense of the company. 

 
If the runners try the old dodge of the ‘surprise 

inspection’, they’re in for a surprise themselves.  The guards 
have been taught not to accept these inspections, as they are 
more than likely a thin cover for corporate saboteurs or 
shadowrunners.  Therefore, when presented with a surprise 
inspection, the guards will more than likely invite the runners 
into the compound, surround them – and then ambush them. 

 
If the runners obtain the guard list and consider bribing 

the guards, they can get in contact with the shift leader, who 
will demand 15,000¥ to allow the runners to demolish the 
facility, assuming they can make it look like the guards had no 
culpability in it.  He can be negotiated down with a standard 
Negotiation test; each net success modifies the price by 1,000¥ 
in the winner’s favor.  Under no circumstances will he accept 
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a bribe less than 10,000¥.  If the players refuse to meet his 
price, he will report the incident to his superiors, and security 
will be increased to roughly double the number of guards. 

 
If the runners have no one with explosives, four large 

demolition packs are given to them to use.  These packs 
contain several kilos of commercial explosives and a pre-set 
timer; there is little to go wrong with these demo packs.  The 
packs must be placed in certain locations in order to destroy 
the facility utterly; a Demolitions (4) Test is needed to discern 
each location. 

If no one among the party has the skills to use the 
demolition packs, Saint James agrees to come in after the 
party has neutralized all opposition and set the packs for the 
party.  He won’t charge the runners for this, out of the 
goodness of his own heart; he understands full well that these 
folks need every nuyen they can get.  Besides which, he’s 
getting enough from Smithers for doing this. 

Once the demolition packs are set, the runners have five 
minutes to clear out, pick up any gear they’d like to keep, and 
remove themselves from the vicinity.  After that, the facility 
explodes noisily, and the runners are best advised to clear out 
of there before Lone Star or DocWagon comes to investigate. 

 
Please note that any runner who is wounded and calls 

DocWagon for a retrieval will have made a serious mistake; 
DocWagon will respond, pick the runner up, treat his injuries 
– then hold the runner responsible for any damage to the 
facility!  Even if they cannot prove any wrongdoing, they will 
still use the trespass as grounds to cancel the runner’s 
DocWagon policy, and prevent the runner from obtaining any 
further contracts, essentially barring the runner from 
DocWagon’s services.  Of course, if they find that the runner 
is guilty of wrongdoing, the runner will be facing legal 
prosecution and lengthy jail time; for that runner, his career is 
over. 

 
Prior to the latest pickup, the facility was set to produce 

medkits and refills; there are 2D6 medkits and double that 
number of medkit supplies available if the runners wish to 
take some.  Assume that medkit supplies have a weight of 
one-half a kilo for this purpose.   Medkits have a value of 
200¥; medkit supplies are valued at 50¥.  If a decker was able 
to set up a different production program (or substitute one of 
his own), roll 2D6 for the number of materials available. 
 

Debugging 
This is a tough run; the guards use tactics, have the 

capability to spot the runners before the runners enter the 

building (setting up ambushes), and are pretty loaded with 
firepower.  Runners who fail to act intelligently may find 
themselves on the losing end of the battle.  Well, that’s life in 
the big city, chummer.  You pays your money and you takes 
your chances. 

The idea of disguising themselves as a surprise inspection 
team might seem like a good idea.  It’s not; the reason why 
this was noted was to show that sometimes people aren’t as 
dumb as you think they are.  DocWagon has no need to 
conduct surprise inspections of this facility; the corporation 
trusts its people. 

If the players seem pretty new to the game, assume that 
the guards do not have their combat drugs; the drugs make the 
guards roughly equivalent to low-level street samurai, and 
without that extra boost, the tactics alone may be enough to 
make this a challenge. 

The one thing to note is that there is a 30-minute time 
limit before DocWagon arrives with reinforcements (six 
additional security guards, and a standard security magician – 
use the statistics from the Combat Mage from SR3).  The 
players should be able to hear the sirens and evacuate the 
building if they take too long, but their hand will be tipped; 
DocWagon will know that the facility is vulnerable, and will 
reinforce the guards with additional forces for a week. 
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EXTRA CHARGES 
 

SURVEILLANCE 
 

What’s Up, Chummer? 
Observing the facility beforehand is an excellent idea, and 

the runners may think of doing this.  If they do so, you should 
ask when they are observing the facility and for how long.  
Since the facility is automated and staffed twenty-four hours a 
day, there is no real difference in when the runners choose to 
observe the facility.   
 

Behind the Scenes 
The facility itself is on high ground, approximately a mile 

from any other buildings; there is an access road which runs 
up to the compound, but no other roads or highways nearby.  
There is no way for a sniper to set up so that they can see into 
the compound, as it is protected by a four-meter high chain 
link fence with some sort of slats woven into the fence, 
preventing line-of-sight into the compound.  The fence has 
signs warning people to stay away, and that the compound is 
private property. 

If the players observe the facility from afar for some time, 
they will eventually notice that a large truck bearing the 
DocWagon logo will drive up to the facility and back up to the 
overhead rolling door on the outbuilding.  Several figures get 
out and enter the outbuilding; all is quiet for about half an 
hour, then the figures emerge from the outbuilding, get into 
the truck, and it drives away.  The players have observed a 
shift change; if they are not watching closely, they may not 
realize that the men who entered the outbuilding are not the 
same ones who left.  This requires a Perception (10) test, with 
a threshold of four successes  to realize that the men who 
entered are not the same as the ones who left, minus one 
success for each level of Mnemonic Enhancer the character 
has (for memorizing the original mens’ faces).  The target 
number of this test assumes that the party is observing from 
some distance; if using vision enhancement such as binoculars 
or vision enhancement, subtract 2, and if present at the 
location (either hidden or present astrally), subtract 4.  These 
modifiers are cumulative (if applicable). 

Shift changes occur at Midnight, 8 AM and 4 PM.  If the 
runners observe the shift change at midnight, remember to 

apply lighting modifiers to the above target number.  At this 
point, there is very little moonlight (a waning moon); the 
condition for ‘minimal light’ should be applied.  The shift 
change doubles as pickup; persons close to the facility will 
notice an automated forklift picking up large plastic crates and 
depositing them into the cargo compartment of the truck. 

Please note that when a shift change occurs, it replenishes 
all personnel; if, for example, the security mage has been dealt 
with during astral surveillance (see below), but the run takes 
place after a shift has changed, the player character magician 
may be very surprised to see another security mage on-
premises! 

To obtain the exterior map, the runners will have to get 
close to the facility, and use what means they have to look 
through the fence (the slats in the chain link fence do not 
provide perfect coverage).  Two guards patrol the compound 
every ten minutes; they might see the runners unless the 
runners are attempting to hide and sneak around using Stealth.  
Apply a +4 target modifier to any Perception Test the guards 
make, as the slats in the fence prevent them from observing 
the exterior of the fence too clearly. 
 
See player handout of Exterior Map. 
 

Drone Surveillance 
If there is a rigger in the party, he may get the idea to 

perform surveillance of the facility via drones.  While using a 
crawler drone will enable the rigger to obtain information, 
aerial drones such as the generic surveillance drone or the 
MCT-Nissan Roto-Drone will attract the attention of the 
automated anti-air defenses, which will fire a surface-to-air 
missile at the drone!  For purposes of gunnery, the automated 
defenses have Gunnery (Launch Weapons) 4; the missile has 
Intelligence 4, and does 12D vehicular damage (full value to 
vehicles). 

 
See player handout of Exterior Map. [This is what an aerial 
drone will pick up before it’s shot down or the rigger 
controlling it moves it out of the facility’s airspace.] 
 

Astral Surveillance 
It’s conceivable that the runners might decide to send a 

magician to perform some astral recon of the place to obtain 
intelligence as to the placement of walls and such.  Again, this 
is an excellent idea, and the only real way to obtain a full map 
of the facility.  The problem is that there is a security mage on 
the property, and he’s been practicing his abilities.  He’s 
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warded the break room, creating a Force 3 Ward around the 
room just to practice his abilities.  This might make the player 
character(s) performing the astral reconnaissance think that the 
room contains some important element. 

If the ward is broken, the security mage will immediately 
report it and go astral to check it out.  If confronted by one 
lone magician, the security mage will attempt to combat the 
magician in astral space (the security mage is young and very 
overconfident).  If, however, presented with more than one 
magician, or a magician and a spirit, the security mage will 
immediately jump back into his body and report this to the 
other guards. 

The magician can investigate the rest of the facility at 
leisure; there are no other security measures taken to prevent 
astral surveillance of the facility. 
 
See player handout of Master Map. 
 
 

NEGOTIATION 
 

What’s Up, Chummer? 
The runners might include a face-type who specializes in 

negotiation and etiquette.  In this case, the runners could 
conceivably talk to the people who own the property 
surrounding the compound.   

 

Behind the Scenes 
If they look for someone during the day, they’ll run into 

David Wadsworth, an agri-farmer who grows bioengineered 
wheat for one of the agricorps.  David is in his middle forties, 
and has been farming all his life.  This does not make him 
stupid; David is in fact rather intelligent, knowledgeable about 
technology, and observant of changes around him.  Still, 
David talks very laconically – and may come across as a 
hayseed, until the player characters decide to treat him as one. 

David can tell the runners the following: 
n The facility is, in fact, owned by DocWagon. 
n The facility was constructed over a period of two 

months (the land was previously owned by 
Shiawase).  The construction crew used prefabricated 
pieces to make the facility; most of the time was 
spent digging the place out. 

n The facility has two levels; a basement and a ground 
floor. 

n The facility gets a regular truck visiting it every eight 
hours; a large group of men get out, go into the 
compound, then a half an hour later, emerge from the 
compound, get into the truck and leave.  (David 
observes shift changes, but has been too far to see 
what was really going on.) 

n The facility gets another large truck about once a 
week.  It stays for about an hour, then leaves.  The 
last truck was five days ago.  (One of DocWagon’s 
usual deliveries.) 

n The fence isn’t electrified; occasionally some critter 
will get inside. 

n David has heard rifle shots from inside the 
compound; if he had to guess, he’d say they were 
from a Remington 750 Hunting Rifle. 

n David has never seen an inspection team from 
DocWagon stop at the facility. 

 
 

OTHER RESEARCH 
 

What’s Up, Chummer? 
The runners might get the idea to do some research, 

checking into easily accessible databases into what they can 
find out about the facility. 
 

Behind the Scenes 
Most of the obtainable information is discovered through 

other means, but the runners could obtain information from 
other sources as well. 

Blueprints of the facility can be obtained through the 
Seattle City Planning Department website.  This requires a 
Computer (6) test, and costs 250¥ for the blueprints. 
 
See player handout of Blueprints 
 

MATRIX RESEARCH 
 

If the runners have a decker with them, they may get the 
idea that a matrix run could investigate the facility further.  
This is an excellent idea; the matrix is a world of information, 
and a lot of information is available through the matrix that 
would not be available through other channels.  Please note 
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this method requires that a PC decker be willing to perform a 
Matrix run; a simple Computer test for obtaining basic 
information such as blueprints is  covered above. 

The matrix site for the facility is relatively unguarded; as 
the facility contains no important files, and only manufactures 
standard biotech gear, it’s not deemed worthy of more serious 
protection.  An inexperienced decker shouldn’t have much 
problem with the system.  A list of common tasks and their 
related tests are listed below: 
 
Obtaining Surveillance footage for interior shots:  

Slave Test 
[Give the decker the Matrix Surveillance handout] 

Obtaining list of files:  
Index Test 
Files: Guard Roster, Operations Manual, Production 
Schedule, Delivery Schedule, Inventory, Random Files 
[OPTIONAL: Include backup copy of File ‘H’, a 
scrambled and encrypted file that will become relevant in 
a future mission] 

Obtaining list of automated programs:  
Index Test  
Facility runs off programs only, cannot be modified.  Its 
menu includes medkit construction, antidote slap patch 
manufacture, stim patch manufacture, tranq patch 
manufacture, trauma patch manufacture 

Creating new automated program:  
Computer (6) test, Base Time 48 hours; Files Test to 
upload; Control Test (+2 TN) to implement 
[If someone gets the bright idea to create a new program 
for the facility, let them; the high TN and base time 
should keep that plan from working.  If they get lucky, the 
facility can be used to manufacture DMSO, Freeze Foam, 
Oxygenated Fluorocarbons (P4MO), Jazz (from elements 
in the Stim Drugs), or MAO (from elements in the Tranq 
drugs)] 

Obtaining Guard Roster: 
Files Test 
[The guard roster might give them the idea to go after the 
guards outside of the facility.  Attacking them won’t 
work, but bribing them might.  It takes 15,000¥ to bribe 
an entire workshift.  They could also use other methods to 
prevent one or more guards from interfering in the 
operation, whether it be magical or physical means.] 

Obtaining Operations Manual:  
Files Test 
[The operations manual will take an hour to read; it’s the 
standard operations manual for the guards.  Among the 
rules is a mention that the facility is monitored by an 
automated camera system; inspections aren’t deemed 

necessary.  Unexpected inspection teams are most likely 
corporate saboteurs and should be denied access or 
otherwise dealt with.  Also in the operations manual: The 
guards are not required to capture intruders; lethal force is 
authorized.] 

Obtaining Delivery Schedule:  
Files Test 

[The delivery schedule lets them know that new supplies 
are delivered weekly; the next delivery will be in 48 
hours.  Therefore, the facility is low on supplies – 
meaning that people that get the bright idea to 
manufacture their own stuff aren’t going to get a lot.] 

Obtaining Production Schedule:  
Files Test 
[The production schedule tells them that finished products 
are picked up every 24 hours and delivered to a secure 
warehouse.  That means there’s never a lot of product 
there.] 

Changing program for automated facility:  
Slave Test 
(Not sure why the PCs might want to change the 
automated program, unless they have some plan to build a 
lot of medkits or slap patches and take them before they 
blow the facility, or they’ve uploaded a new program.) 

 
Matrix Host:  Green-4/8/8/8/8/12 
 
Security Sheaf: 
Trigger Step  Event 
4 Probe-4 
8 Probe-6 
11 Tar Baby-6, Passive Alert 
14 Probe-8 
20 Killer-6, Active Alert 
24 SHUTDOWN 
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PICKING UP THE PIECES 
 

Assuming the facility is destroyed, the player characters 
will receive a call similar to the one that started this run, 
asking them to return to the hotel.  There, Saint James will be 
waiting.  Assuming he did not have to participate in the run, 
he will greet the runners, ask them to sit down, then ask the 
runners how everything went, acting very interested in the 
words of the runners, absorbing every detail.  (If he was there, 
he’ll just greet the runners and ask them to sit down.)  Then 
he’ll hand out their payment, and say the following: 

“Well done, chaps, well done.  Reminds me of the old 
days, running for — ah, but you don’t need to hear my old war 
stories.  You’ve performed flawlessly, beyond Mr. Johnson’s 
expectations in every respect. 

“For now, rest, relax, take a holiday if you like – I 
understand Denver’s a charming city for the visitor.  I may 
have need of your services later.  But first, a toast – to the men 
(and women) of the hour!” 
 
Note: If File H was downloaded by a decker, and brought to 
Saint James’ attention, he will shrug and admit, “Haven’t the 
foggiest, old son.  Maybe you should hang onto it…” 
 
KARMA 
 
Destroying the facility     1 point 
Not killing the guards    1 point 
Circumventing the guards*   1 point  

(cumulative with not killing the guards) 
Keeping/Destroying File H**    1 point 

(special awa rd) 
 
*Teams which are able to circumvent the guards are awarded 
an additional point of Karma.  This includes such techniques 
as bribing them, using mind altering drugs or magic, stealth, or 
any other plan which allows the team to destroy the facility 
without the guards sounding any alarms or otherwise 
discovering the presence of the runners until it is too late.  
 
** Sometimes it is better to keep things out of the shadows.  If 
the team is lucky or skilled enough to obtain File H, they have 
a few options.  If they sell the file, they are rewarded with 
nuyen.  If they destroy the file, or keep it for themselves 
(without selling or giving it away), then they will be awarded 
an extra point of Karma for this adventure. 
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CAST OF CHARACTERS 
 
Some NPCs may be adjusted based on the composition of the 
player characters at the table.  To reflect this adjustment, a 
value known as the Table Rating (TR) is used.  The TR value 
can be used to increase the number of opponents, various 
attributes, skills, or pools, or whatever else is necessary to 
pose a challenge to the player characters.  Base target numbers 
for an “average” task (before modifiers) can also be 
determined using this system. 
 
The TR value can be determined by the predominate makeup 
of the table’s characters, or by finding the average of all the 
characters by adding up their Total Career Good Karma and 
dividing by the number of players.  Then consult the chart 
below to determine the class of the table based on where the 
average Karma fits. 
 
The TR value is based on the following: 
 
TR Class Base TN Karma Range 
1 Green 4 0 - 19 
2 Streetwise 5 20 - 49 
3 Professional 6 50 - 89 
4 Veteran 8 90 - 149 
5 Elite 10 150 - 249 
6 Prime Runner 12 250 + 
 
 
GUARDS (5), all human 
 
B Q S C I W E M R 
5 5 [7] 5 4 4 4 5.0 0 4 (5) 
Initiative:   4+1d6 [5+2d6] 
Pools:  Karma: TR Combat: 6 [7]  
Prof Rating:  3/Trained 
 
Attributes in brackets are when using Jazz – see below. 
 
Cyberware: Smartlink, Hearing Damper Modification, 

Datajack, Reusable Auto-injector* 
 [*include notes for Auto-injector] 
Skills: Assault Rifles 5, Submachine Guns 5, Unarmed 

Combat 4, Athletics 4, Stealth 3, Etiquette 3, 
Negotiation 4, Electronics 3, Electronics B/R 3, 
Computers 3, Computers B/R 3, Biotech 3 

Knowledge: Biotech Background 3, Electronics Background 
3, DocWagon Operational Procedures 4, Security 
Procedures 4, DocWagon Personnel 3, Card Games 4 

Armor: Armor Jacket (5/3) 
Weapons: Heckler & Koch HK 227 SMG (Conc. 4, Ammo 

28(c), Mode SA/BF/FA, Damage 7M, Recoil Comp 
3) with External Smartgun Mounted (2,100¥ value); 
2 clips normal ammunition; 2 clips gel ammunition 

Other Gear: 1 dose Jazz in auto-injector; Transceiver Rating 
1 with Broadcast Encryption Rating 2 (2,500¥ value); 
standard medkit (200¥ value); Stim 3 Slap Patch 
(75¥), Trauma Patch (500¥) 

 
 Because of the remoteness of the location, the guards 
have received minor augmentations and given weapons that 
feed off those augmentations.  Rather than splurge for reflex 
enhancements, DocWagon has implanted reusable auto-
injectors into the guards, allowing them to inject themselves 
with a combat drug known as Jazz in case of emergencies.  
This drug, when used, will last for 1D6 x 10 minutes and 
increases the user’s Quickness by 2 (this can also increase 
Reaction) and increases Initiative by +1d6.   
 The guards are not stupid; they know enough not to 
use this drug unless an emergency arises (like intruders 
spotted on the grounds).  They will use tactics to repel 
intruders, such as taking cover and using aim actions to reduce 
penalties for their shots (if, for example, the intruders have 
also taken cover).  They are also not above using tricks in 
combat (like grabbing up a handful of white powder – inert 
residue from the manufacturing process – and attempting to 
throw it into an intruder’s eyes).  Since the guards have access 
to the doors, they might use a tactic where one guard opens the 
door, and another uses his held action to fire into the room 
beyond, whereupon the first guard closes the door again – 
forcing the person beyond the door to expend an action 
opening the door. 
 The guards have their Etiquette and Negotiation skills 
listed in case the runners attempt to negotiate or bribe the 
guards into leaving.  As their favorite break period pastime is 
card playing, the guards have become rather good at 
negotiating with other people. 
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GUARD (1), Troll 
 
B Q S C I W E M R 
9 (10) 4 [6] 8 2 3 3 5.0 0 4 (5) 
Initiative:   3+1d6 [4+2d6] 
Pools:  Karma: TR Combat: 5 [6] 
Prof Rating:  3/Trained 
 
Attributes in brackets are when using Jazz – include notes for 
Jazz 
 
Cyberware: Smartlink, Hearing Damper Modification, 

Datajack, Reusable Auto-injector* 
 [*include notes for Auto-injector] 
Skills: Assault Rifles 5, Shotguns 5, Unarmed Combat 6, 

Athletics 3, Stealth 4, Etiquette 2, Intimidation 4, 
Electronics 3, Computers 3, Biotech 3 

Knowledge: Biotech Background 3, Electronics Background 
3, DocWagon Operational Procedures 4, Security 
Procedures 4, DocWagon Personnel 3, Card Games 4 

Armor: Armor Jacket (5/3) 
Weapons: Enfield AS-7 Shotgun (Conc. 3, Ammo 10(c), 

Mode SA/BF, Damage 8S) with internal Smartgun 
System; 2 clips slug ammo; 2 clips shot (flechette) 
ammo [making damage 8D( f)] (2,000¥ value) 

Other Gear: 1 dose Jazz in auto-injector; Transceiver Rating 
1 with Broadcast Encryption Rating 2 (2,500¥ value); 
standard medkit (200¥ value); St im 6 Slap Patch 
(150¥), Trauma Patch (500¥) 

 
Never let it be said that DocWagon isn’t an equal-

opportunity employer.  This security guard is normally present 
in the basement, using his strength to move supplies around as 
needed.  Since there are no security monitors in the basement, 
this means that if intruders are unaware of his location, the 
troll guard can ambush the player characters if they come 
downstairs.  Again, he isn’t stupid; he will use available cover, 
take time to aim, and if the intruders seem unarmored, will 
switch to the flechette rounds and let them have it with a full 
burst. 

As the troll is rather large and relies on this in his personal 
psychology, he is an intimidator rather than a negotiator; he 
loves scaring an opponent into backing down. 
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SECURITY OPERATOR (1), Human 
 
B Q S C I W E M R 
4 5 [7] 4 3 5 5 5.7 0 4(5) 
Initiative:   4+1d6 [5+2d6]3+1d6 [4+2d6] 
Pools:  Karma: TR Combat: 7 [8] 
Prof Rating:  3/Trained 
 
Attributes in brackets are when using Jazz – include notes for 
Jazz 
 
Cyberware: Datajack, Reusable Auto-injector* 
 [*include notes for Auto-injector] 
Skills: Rifles 5, Unarmed Combat 4, Athletics 3, Stealth 4, 

Etiquette 3, Electronics 3, Electronics B/R 3, 
Computers 3, Computers B/R 3, Biotech 3, Gunnery 
5 

Knowledge: Biotech Background 3, Electronics Background 
3, DocWagon Operational Procedures 4, Security 
Procedures 4, DocWagon Personnel 3,  

Armor: Armor Jacket (5/3) 
Weapons: Remington 750 Sport Rifle (Conc. 3, Ammo 5(m), 

Mode SA, Damage 7S) with Rating 1 magnification 
scope; 20 rounds normal ammo (600¥ value) 

Other Gear: 1 dose Jazz in auto-injector; Transceiver Rating 
2 with Broadcast Encryption Rating 4 (5,000¥ value); 
Scanner Rating 4 (2,000¥ value), standard medkit 
(200¥ value); Stim 3 Slap Patch (75¥), Trauma Patch 
(500¥) 

 
The security operator sits in the control shed in back and 

monitors the radar and anti-air defenses; little more than a 
nanny to the automated gunnery systems, but DocWagon has 
tapped him to perform over watch for the rest of the facility.  
All cameras feed to his control panel, meaning that he’ll more 
than likely spot intruders if they enter a camera’s view, and 
inform the guards in the facility that they have intruders. 

The long hours of duty with nothing to do has led the 
operator to make his own recreation.  He has a hunting rifle 
with which to shoot any intruding animals into the compound 
before they can gnaw on the cables for the anti-air defenses; 
he also has a radio scanner he normally uses to listen to Lone 
Star and DocWagon unencrypted broadcasts.  He can use this 
scanner to attempt to find the runners’ communications and 
listen in, allowing the guards inside to respond to the runners’ 
movements; this sort of thing should impress upon the player 
characters the need for encrypted communications!  He can 
also move onto the roof of the control shed and act as a sniper 
against intruders who enter the back yard. 

If runners enter the compound, the operator will inform 
DocWagon; assistance will arrive approximately 30 minutes 
later.  If the team is quick, they can defeat/circumvent the 
guards, plant the explosives and be gone before this happens. 
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SECURITY MAGE (1), Human 
 
B Q S C I W E M R 
4 5 3 5 5 6 6 6 4 
Initiative:   4+1d6 
Pools:  Karma: TR Combat Pool: 7 Spell Pool: 5 
Prof Rating:  1/Semi-Trained 
 
Cyberware: None 
Skills: Sorcery 5, Conjuring 3, Pistols 3, Electronics 2, 

Computers 2, Biotech 3, Stealth 4, Unarmed Combat 
5 

Knowledge: Biotech Background 3, Sorcery Background 3, 
DocWagon Operational Procedures 3, Security 
Procedures 2, DocWagon Personnel 2, Magical 
Threats 3 

Spells: Clairvoyance 3, Mindlink 2, Heal 3, Invisibility 4, 
Armor 3 

Armor: Lined Coat (4/2) 
Weapons: Beretta Model 101T Light Pistol (Conc. 5, Ammo 

12(c), Mode SA, Damage 6L) with one clip of 
normal ammunition (350¥ value) 

Other Gear: Transceiver Rating 2 with Broadcast Encryption 
Rating 4 (5,000¥ value), standard medkit (200¥ 
value); Trauma Patch (500¥) 

 
Surprise!  There's a mage on staff.  Well, okay, he's 

eighteen, a complete neophyte and only here because 
DocWagon wants him to get practical experience guarding 
such a facility.  He's more of a Wiz Kid mage than a real 
magician.  He's there primarily to give the player characters a 
start; when they see a mage wandering around, they might get 
the idea that this place is a lot more important than it seems to 
be.  

His spells are minor; they shouldn’t give the players much 
problem.  If intruders are spotted, the guards will order him to 
stay in the break room.  He’ll do that, then go astral and try to 
spot intruders by flying around the compound astrally.  If 
challenged by a magician backed by a group of runners, he’ll 
flee back to his body and tell the guards which one of the 
runners is the magician. 

He’ll also perform surveillance using his Clairvoyance 
spell, and use his Mindlink spell to share this information with 
one of the other guards.  If cornered, he’ll cast his Invisibility 
spell and try to escape the facility. 
 
 
 
 
 

Integrated Weapons System DLK MK 8 Worker Machine 
 
Hand Speed   Accel   Body   Armor  Sig 
4/4 20 2 3 4 6 
 
Auto Pilot Sensor Cargo Load 
 0 2 1 4 500 
 
Weapons: None 
 
Equipment:  Hydraulic Lift (equivalent to STR 20) 
 

This automated drone is nothing more than an automated 
forklift, running around and lifting boxes and crates for its 
human masters.  Its lack of offensive weaponry makes it of 
limited use in combat, but its armor makes it very nice cover. 

The drones are dependent on the facility’s computers to 
give them direction; they are of no use to a runner. 
 


